
CATZper2.... How It Works
Every day, clients submit custom 
color requirements that you are 
expected to match on your digital 
printer. 

Normally, you print a close PMS 
match and then chase the client's custom color with 
CMYK adjustments and swatch tests. This "hit-and-miss" 
process may take 3 to 6 attempts to get the color close. 
This costs you hours of valuable production time and 
materials. There is a better way!

CATZper2 software develops a simple grid from a L*a*b* 
reading of the intended color. This grid is then printed on 
the digital printer for you or the client to choose the right 
match.

The matching color will normally be 
printed on the grid in the first 
attempt if the color is within the 
color gamut of the printer. How 
much time and material would a 
spot color match, from the first 
print, save your company?

 Custom Color Matching On Any Digital 
  Printer at Hyper-Speed!

Color Tolerance SystemColor Tolerance System

CATZper2 Spot Color Matching 
System at www.CATZper.com
Stop wasting time guessing what CMYK combination 
will achieve the closest match to a target spot color. 
CATZper2 software is a must for any digital printer 
that frequently needs to reproduce Pantone® Colors, 
corporate colors, or printing company's "standard" 
colors. CATZper2 is faster than all prior versions and 
at $295 will pay for itself in less than 5 uses. 

Try it FREE at www.catzper.com

About Nazdar Consulting Services: 
Nazdar Consulting Services is dedicated to improving 
the productivity, quality and profitability of screen, 
flexo and digital printers through consulting and 
training delivered by the best color control and 
productivity consulting team ever assembled in the 
print industry. With decades of combined experience 
and expertise in print production and business 
processes, Nazdar Consulting Services can mobilize 
the right people, skills and technologies to help our 
clients improve their performance. 
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